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1 Introduction

Answer Set Programming (ASP) [8,11] is a declarative problem-solving approach
applied successfully in many industrial and scientific domains. For large and
complex problems, however, domain-specific heuristics may be needed to achieve
satisfactory performance [3, 4].

Therefore, state-of-the-art ASP systems offer ways to integrate domain-specific
heuristics in the solving process. An extension for wasp facilitates external pro-
cedural heuristics consulted at specific points during the solving process via an
API [3]. Declarative specifications of domain-specific heuristics in the form of so-
called heuristic directives are supported by clingo [6, 7] and Alpha [1, 12,13].

However, suitable domain-specific heuristics must be established manually so
far. Both human domain experts and ASP experts are required for their design.
We present a first step toward the automatic learning of declarative heuristics.

Our core idea is to use Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) to learn declar-
ative domain-specific heuristics from examples stemming from (near-)optimal
answer sets of small but representative problem instances. These heuristics can
then be used to improve solving performance and solution quality for larger,
harder problem instances. Our experimental results are promising, indicating
that this goal can be achieved.

2 Inductive Learning of Domain-Specific Heuristics

We now present our approach to the inductive learning of domain-specific heuris-
tics for ASP.

We build on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), which is an approach to
learning a program that explains a set of examples given some background knowl-
edge. ilasp [9, 10] is a system capable of learning Answer Set Programs. ilasp
operates on a learning task, which consists of three components: The background
knowledge (an ASP program already known before learning), the mode bias (that
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expresses which ASP programs can be learned), and the examples (which specify
properties the learned program must satisfy).

The basic idea of our approach is to solve a small but representative instance
of a problem, use the resulting answer set as a positive example for inductive
learning, learn a set of definite rules, and transform the learned rules into declar-
ative heuristic directives. These heuristics can then be used to speed up solving
larger/harder instances of the same problem.

The rule space for ilasp is defined as follows in our approach:
– All predicates the solver will use for nondeterministic choices can be used in

the heads of learned rules.
– All (other) predicates appearing in the original program can be used in the

bodies of learned rules.
– The same placeholder is used several times, wherever a variable denotes the

same real-world concept.
The background knowledge is the original program without any instance.

Choice rules are not included, however, because we observed that ilasp only
learns anything in our example domain when choice rules are not part of the
background knowledge. We presume this is because we need to abstract away
from the complete problem specification a bit to learn part of the missing in-
formation. Constraints are also not included because the rules we want to learn
don’t have to satisfy all constraints of the program. When used as heuristics, it
suffices for them to give a general indication of what decisions might be useful
during solving, even if some of these decisions will have to be backtracked.

As a positive example for learning, one answer set for a small but representa-
tive problem instance is used. In case the underlying problem is an optimisation
problem, we propose to use a (near-)optimal answer set for this process, assuming
that learning from better answer sets yields better heuristics.

We use context-dependent examples; the context is given by the problem
instance. The set of inclusions corresponds to the whole answer set, and the set
of exclusions is empty.

3 Results, Conclusions, and Future Work

For our experiments, we used the House Reconfiguration Problem (HRP) [5], an
abstracted version of industrial (re)configuration problems. Heuristic directives
for this problem were learned as described above. Since the HRP is an optimi-
sation problem, we studied the solution quality achieved within 10 minutes of
solving time, with and without the learned heuristics.

Experimental results are promising: Some instances could be solved only
using the learned heuristics, and solution quality improved considerably on av-
erage. The fact that so far, we have only learned very simple heuristics and those
already led to significant improvements is encouraging. Future work will show
whether our method can be extended to learn more complex heuristics that can
improve solving performance and solution quality even further.
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